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Microscopic collective dynamics in liquid para-H2
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Well-defined phonons with strong anomalous~upward! dispersion are observed by inelastic neutron scatter-
ing in liquid para-H2 at a temperature of 15.7 K. The damping, being very small for the low-Q phonons,
increases with wave vectorQ, and only broad features are observed forQ*1 Å 21. This behavior is shown to
deviate strongly from results of molecular simulations of a fully classical analogue using a realistic potential.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen, which was first condensed by Dewar a cent
ago~1899! reaching a temperature of 12 K, continues to b
source of exciting new science. The interest in pursuing s
ies on this system stems from a variety of circumstanc
First, it constitutes the most abundant element in the U
verse, where it is found to appear in various states of ag
gation stretching over a vast range of densities and temp
tures, and it is known to be one of the dominant constitue
of the giant planets such as Jupiter or Saturn.1 Second, it is
the simplest system of two distinguishable particles wh
allows a rigorous first-principles calculation and, furthe
more, the problem of the interaction of two hydrogen m
ecules has been solved in a virtually exact manner. Fina
studies on fluid and/or condensed states of H2 and its mix-
tures with elements such as He are of considerable inte
since such systems provide benchmarks for models of p
equilibria in mixtures under extreme conditions.

The peculiarities of the behavior of hydrogen in its flu
or solid phases can be tracked down to microscopic sca
where one finds that the intermolecular repulsion betwee
pair of H2 molecules is considerably softer than that fou
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for many other elements.2 In addition, at temperatures below
that where the gas condenses into a liquid ('20.4 K) under
its saturated vapor pressure, the quantum nature of its ato
motions unveils itself by the appearance of a discrete sp
trum of transitions between molecular rotational levels. T
means that the rotational states and the nuclear-spin stat
the two protons forming the H2 molecule will not be inde-
pendent. Two different species exist depending on
nuclear-spin degeneracy:para-H2 (p-H2) with a total
nuclear spinI 50 andortho-H2 (o-H2) with I 51. This fact
adds very special characteristics to the interaction poten
Because of symmetry constraints imposed on the total
lecular wave function,p-H2 is in a spherically symmetric
(s-wave-like! state and therefore particles within the grou
state can be regarded as interacting through an isotropic
tential, whereaso-H2 (p-wave-like! will show a strong an-
gular dependence in its interactions with neighboring p
ticles due to the action of a finite electric quadrupo
moment.

A further decrease of the temperature leads to freez
Tm'14.5 K, into a crystalline state where in addition to v
tually free particle rotations one finds a solid where the l
tice energy contains kinetic and potential contributions w
15 154 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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comparable weights. In other words, quantum zero-point
brations take such a large amplitude ('18 percent of the
distance between neighbors!, that the description of the crys
tal in terms of a lattice formed by particles oscillating abo
well defined sites ceases to be valid. Such a crystal exhib
number of remarkable anomalies in its transport propert
In particular, heat conduction in nearly purep-H2 is strongly
anisotropic, a characteristic only expected for layered cr
tals such as graphite.3 The phenomenon can be explained
terms of phonon-scattering mechanisms within the first B
louin zone.3 In other words, the understanding of a macr
scopic property such as heat conduction requires the kn
edge of the excitation spectra of the crystal on microsco
scales.

Here, we have set out to explore the dynamic respons
liquid p-H2 at scales of the order of an ansgtrom and
picosecond by measurement of the quantityS(Q,v) acces-
sible to both neutron scattering and computer simulatio
For a liquid such as this, the total dynamic structure fac
S(Q,v), apart from peaks corresponding to single-parti
excitations such as those arising from the recoiling part
after neutron impact and thepara→ortho transitions with
frequenciesvJJ57.35J(J11) meV, where the coefficien
stands for the rotational constant, is expected to show s
finite-frequency peaks arising from the collective motio
that should merge with those characteristic of hydrodyna
long-wavelength phonons at small values of the momen
transferQ. The frequency of such peaks is thus expected
provide some information on the propagation of collect
excitations at microscopic scales, and their linewidth w
contain details about their lifetimes. Within the microscop
realm, both parameters are strongly dependent on the s
and strength of the interparticle potential, at least for fu
classical bodies.4 This is because the peak frequencies
governed by the elastic constant and the density of the
dium, whereas the peak width arises from all those proce
involved in the decay of an excitation such as heat cond
tion or viscous flow, and all these are found to be related
the interparticle potential.5

The rationale behind the present effort stems from
extreme sensitivity of the dynamics encompassed byS(Q,v)
in the molten state to fine details of the interaction potent
The expectation is that such a comparison will serve
gauge the state of our current knowledge of microscopic
teractions in these exceedingly interesting substances
more quantitative ground. In addition, we also sought to
plain the origin of the rather high values for the therm
conductivity of liquid hydrogen, which is known to devia
largely from that of other liquified noble gases and hea
diatomics if scaled under ‘‘corresponding state
arguments.6

We have carried out a series of neutron-scattering exp
ments on~mostly! p-H2, and compared the measured resu
for the most relevant spectral parameters defining a col
tive excitation~or a phonon in a crystalline solid! with those
derived from computer calculation of a liquid sample co
posed of particles which interact through the Silve
Goldman potential,2 which is known to provide a realistic
representation of interactions up to fairly high densities.1 The
comparison, which is carried out on almost classical grou
~the particles are taken as spherical and the interactions
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low Newton laws!, is supplemented with an additional con
frontation with a full finite-temperature quantum treatme
on the basis of the correlated density matrix theory~CDM!.7

Although the results of neutron-scattering experiments
the collective excitations in liquidp-H2 have been reported
twice in the literature,8,9 the difficulties inherent to such mea
surements~i.e., the need to catalyze the sample into ap-H2
state, effective suppression of monochromator and anal
higher harmonics, etc.! cast serious doubts on the soundne
of the results reported from both experiments. In particu
the spectral intensities reported in Ref. 9 are dominated
harmonics of theJ 0→1 rotational transition, leaving only a
broad signal underneath as assignable to the sought ex
tion whose frequency cannot be estimated reliably. On
other hand, the data from Carneiroet al.8 seem to be affected
by the procedure employed to deconvolute the experime
intensities from resolution effects. This leads to the appe
ance of an extremely narrow peak atQ50.7 Å 21 which is
not readily seen in the raw intensities. Furthermore, b
referred studies8,9 were carried under rather restricted kin
matic conditions which hinder the measurement up to
required energy transfers for momentum transfers be
'0.8 Å 21. Finally, apart from being mutually incompa
ible, both experiments are also at odds with results deri
for liquid ortho-D2,10 with differences far larger than thos
attributable to the isotope and temperature effects, as we
with results from depolarized Raman measurements.11 The
latter show a broad, nonexponential spectrum with a
maximum at about 8 meV and a width of approximately
meV. In stark contrast, the reported neutron results sh
either an extremely narrow~resolution limited! peak at large
Q values,8 or depict the characteristic frequencies of t
excitations9 on a scale well below those corresponding
Raman measurements as well as those of liquido-D2.

II. EXPERIMENT AND COMPUTER SIMULATION
DETAILS

The neutron measurements were carried out using
MARI chopper spectrometer of the ISIS source at RAL
well as the IN8 thermal three-axis spectrometer at I
~Grenoble!. Choosing two rather different techniques w
dictated by the difficulties alluded to in previous paragrap
which advised us to carry two independent measuremen
order to prove the consistency of the measured data.
sample consisted of high-purity hydrogen gas, which w
converted top-H2 by forcing it to pass through a bed o
activated catalyst at low temperatures. Ni-supported si
was used on MARI and Fe(OH)3 on IN8. The best results
for the conversion were obtained by either condensing
sample very slowly (;6 h), or by letting the gas pas
through the catalyst several times by boiling and reconde
ing it. Measurements of the static structure factorS(Q) were
used to determine the remaining amount ofo-H2, which
gives a strong contribution toS(Q) for Q→0. Several dif-
ferent spectrometer settings were employed to cover
equately the wholeQ2v space under optimum conditions
Relatively large incident energies,Ei540 ~34.8! meV on
MARI ~IN8!, were used to cover sufficiently high-energ
transfers at lowQ’s, with an energy resolution of 1.0~2.7!
meV on MARI ~IN8!. The region close to the peak in th
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15 156 PRB 60F. J. BERMEJOet al.
static structure factorQp'2 Å 21 was explored with an im-
proved energy resolution of 0.5~0.8! meV on MARI ~IN8!
usingEi'15 meV.

Because of the strong dependence of the scattering c
section with the energy of the incident neutrons,12 measure-
ments carried out on IN8 were performed on constant in
dent wave vector mode. This enables a direct compariso
data measured on the two instruments. Under the pre
experimental conditions, the amount ofpara-H2 after ca-
talysis remains in a steady state for a few days under neu
irradiation even if some of the incident neutrons are able
rotationally excite a small fraction of molecules into th
ortho state@i.e., by an amount commensurable with the fl
of neutrons going through the sample which is of the orde
107 neutrons cm2 s21 ~IN8! and 104 neutrons cm2 s21

~MARI !#.
Several calculations were carried out to estimate the c

tribution of multiply scattered neutrons to the measu
spectra. The procedure followed to calculate such an ef
was that reported in Ref. 13 which allows us to perfo
multiple-scattering and multiexcitation corrections. The e
mate of multiply scattered neutrons was about six percen
amount which was easily accounted for.

Constant-angle spectra as measured at MARI were
cessed using the instrument suite of programs which all
interpolation of theS(u,v) surface into individual spectra
for constant momentum transfer or constant energy trans

A number of computer simulations for a system mimic
ing liquid p-H2 were also performed. The calculations we
carried out at constant particle number, volume, and te
perature ~NVT algorithm! using the Silvera-Goldman
potential.2 It significantly differs from the standard Lennard
Jones form, and it reads

V~R!5exp~a2br 2gr 2!1 f ~R!H (
i 56,8,10

Ci /Ri1C9 /R9J
~1!

with

f ~R!5H expH 2F S 1.28
Rm

R D21G2J R ,1.28Rm

1 R .1.28Rm ,
~2!

where a51.713, b51.5671, g50.00993, C65212.14,
C852215.2, c10524813.9, andC95143.1, all in atomic
units, andRm53.41 Å .

The simulations were carried out on a system of 613 p
ticles within a box of 29.96 Å of side which result in
density of 0.0763 g/cm3. The calculated trajectories spa
0.125 ns, which results in a resolution in frequency space
the calculated dynamic structure factorSsim(Q,v) of 0.02
meV.

III. RESULTS

An overview of the spectra measured with the MA
spectrometer is provided by the contour plots shown in F
1. Apart from the strong intensity arising from the peak
S(Q) at Qp'2 Å 21 and the rotational line atv
'14.5 meV, there is a dispersive (Q-dependent! feature that
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is clearly seen as a color stripe. It extrapolates to zero ene
for Q→0, passes through a maximum atQp/2'1 Å 21 and
decreases in frequency from here down toQp , where it ap-
proaches a clear minimum. Such wave vector dependenc
the inelastic intensities rules out the presence within
measured data of any large contribution arising from part
recoil scattering effects. A recoil scattering signal attrib
able to theJ 0→0 transition is expected to appear as a pe
whose frequency varies as\2Q2/2MH , its intrinsic width is
linear in Q and its amplitude becomes maximal asQ→0.
From the extensive recoil scattering data reported by Lan
et al.14 the effective mass is known to be very close to t
molecular massMH52 amu so that the recoil signal woul
appear at'1.04 meV for Q51 Å 21 and '4.2 meV for
Q52 Å 21, that is well separated from the strong, dispe
sive signal. In addition, the recoil line is expected to
rather weak within the range of explored momentum a
energy transfers in the light of results from recoil scatter
experiments such as those reported by Langelet al.14

A set of individualI (Q,v) spectra as measured by bo
instruments is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The left-hand s
of Fig. 2 depicting data measured at IN8 reveals that a w
defined~i.e., nonoverdamped! excitation is supported by the
fluid, at least for wave vectors below 0.8 Å21. Above such
a value the broadening becomes comparable to the peak
quency indicating that excitations have decayed consider
at such length scales. A broad peak is still visible at wa
vectors well beyondQp/2, whereQp'2 Å 21 stands for the
maximum of the static structure factor, a quantity which
also depicted in the right-hand side of the referred figu
Notice that at low wave vectors,Q<0.4 Å 21, the linewidth
of the excitation becomes remarkably small~well below the
resolution!, which clearly indicates that the excitation mea
free path becomes comparable or larger than the charact
tic distanced52p/Q. ForQ values aboveQp/2, an inelastic
peak is still seen at frequencies between those comprising
elastic peak and theJ50→J51 rotational transition. How-
ever, their characteristic widths are so large,GQ.VQ , that
these excitations are to be considered as very hea
damped. Finally, a strong softening occurs, as expected
wave vectors nearQp , as shown in the lower right-hand sid
of Fig. 2.

To enable a direct comparison of the raw data, Fig
displays a set of constant-Q and constant-v spectra as mea
sured using the MARI spectrometer. As can easily be s
from an inspection of the left-hand side part of Fig. 3, t
same features are here observed, the main differences b
entirely attributable to different resolution functions, coun
ing statistics, and signal/background ratios. To ascertain
acoustic character of the excitation being sampled, the rig
hand side of Fig. 3 depicts the static structure factorS(Q)
~integrated over the explored range of energy transfers! as
well as a set ofI (Q,v5const.) constant energy-transfe
sections of theQ2v surface. TheS(Q) structure factor
again shows its main peak atQp'2 Å 21 as well as a sec-
ond maximum at about 3.5 Å21. The absence of any size
able incoherent scattering in the graph just referred to@i.e.,
the peaks inS(Q) would appear superposed to a stro
Q-dependent ‘‘droop’’ otherwise# ensures that most of th
sample is inpara state and this also sets limits to the cont
bution of single particle~i.e. recoil scattering! which, al-
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Contour plots of the measure
I (Q,v) of liquid para-H2 at T515.7 K. ~a!
Surface depicting the lower-Q region. Notice the
dispersion of collective excitations which appea
as a red stripe of increasing width reaching
maximum of '8 meV. The strong intensity
about Q52 Å 21 arises from the peak in the
static structure factor, while that above 12 me
comes from the neutron inducedpara→ortho
transitions.~b! The spectra are here divided b
Q2 ~a trivial factor governing the inelastic inten
sity of a condensed body! to facilitate visualiza-
tion. Notice the red stripe signaling the dispersio
coming down from a maximum of'8 meV at
Q'1 Å 21.
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though has to be present in all the range of explored w
vectors, shows here a strength much too small if compa
with that of the coherent response.

For an excitation of purely acoustic nature one expe
that all the characteristic equilibrium distances of the liqu
are not altered, since the motion mainly involves in-pha
displacements of its constituting particles. This is inde
what is seen. A clear peak atQ5Qp appears in the referre
quantities up to frequencies of 8 meV, and the same app
to the subsidiary maximum at 3.5 Å21. The graph on the
bottom-right corner of Fig. 3 depicts an equivalent quan
for an energy transfer which nearly matches the frequenc
the neutron-inducedpara→ortho rotational transition. As
can be seen, no trace of the peaks at 2 Å21 and 3.5 Å21 is
seen there. The intensity of such a curve follows15
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I ~Q,v514.5 meV!}exp~2Q2^u2&/3! j 1
2~QrHH!, ~3!

where the exponential stands for a Debye-Waller term w
includes a mean-square displacement^u2& of the molecules,
j 1 is a spherical Bessel function, andr HH is the internuclear
equilibrium separation between the two protons forming
molecule. A fit of Eq.~3! to the data shown in Fig. 3 yield
a value for the mean-square displacement of^u2&50.95
60.2 Å 2, which is to be compared with that of 0.48 Å2

derived for the crystal at 5.4 K using the same procedu
The figure found for the liquid may be compared with t
value of 0.36 Å2 computed from^u2&56Dt0 where D
stands for the measured translational self-difuss
coefficient16 which amounts to 0.47 Å2 ps21 andt0 for the
inverse of the observation frequency. The comparison t
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FIG. 2. The left-hand side de
picts constant-Q spectra for wave
vectors belowQp/2 as measured
using the IN8 spectrometer. TheQ
values as well as the inciden
wave vector are given as inset
Filled circles with error bars rep-
resent the measured data. The th
solid line shows the model fit~see
text!, the dashed line the fitted
I qel(Q,v) intensity, and the thick
solid line depicts the inelastic con
tribution I inel(Q,v) to the total
intensity. The upper right-hand
side frame shows the quantit
S(Q,v50) that is the zero-
energy transfer integrated over th
resolution volume. It represent
the quantity continuously moni-
tored to check whether significan
amounts of ortho-H2 were
present within the sample. Its
large cross section gives rise to
huge incoherent-scattering contr
bution easily detectable as
strong riseup of intensity asQ
→0. The rest of the graphs in th
right-hand side of the figure depic
spectra corresponding to wav
vectors close toQp/2 (1.2 Å21),
at Qp (2.1 Å 21) and somewhere
between those (1.4 Å21). Notice
the strong peak arising from th
J50→J51 transition centered
close to 15 meV.
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shows that a large portion of the measured displacement
not be assigned to difussive, single-particle motions. Inste
zero-point atomic vibrations appear as the most sensible
didates to explain the missing amplitude.

To describe the measured intensities in terms of phys
parameters, a model scattering law was convoluted with
wave vector and frequency-dependent instrumental res
tion functionR(Q,v) and fitted to the observed spectra. T
simplest model able to reproduce the observations is give
terms of a damped harmonic oscillator~DHO! plus a quasi-
elastic contribution which is introduced to reproduce t
shape of the central peak. Choosing the functional form o
DHO to represent the inelastic intensities is here fully jus
fied since, as in the case of liquid He,17 one only has to
account for the excitations corresponding to a fluid co
posed by particles which are identical and effectively sph
cal.

The model scattering law thus reads,

I mod~Q,v!5@nB~v!11#@ I qel~Q,v!1I inel~Q,v!

1I rot~Q,v!# ^ R~Q,v!1B, ~4!
n-
d,
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al
e
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wherenB(v) is the Bose function,B a constant background
term, andI qel(Q,v) is the central peak, which includes bo
the quasielastic response from the liquid as well as ela
scattering from the Al container. The contribution from r
tationalJ50→J51 transitions,I rot(Q,v), needs to be in-
cluded for spectra measured forQ5Qp/2 and beyond. It was
modeled as a Gaussian centered atE105v101ER , where the
second term stands for the recoil energy of a hydrogen m
ecule of massMH which was referred to above.

The inelastic neutron-scattering response of a liquid co
posed by effectively spherical particles interacting throug
central potential will only show one mode which corr
sponds to collective longitudinal density fluctuations. T
explicit form used to model the spectrum shapeI inel(Q,v)
using the damped harmonic oscillator function was tak
from Ref. 17 and reads ZQ2vvQGQ@(v22VQ

2 )2

14v2GQ
2 #21, whereVQ

2 5vQ
2 1GQ

2 .
The quality of the fits can be gauged from Figs. 2 and

No significant information could be derived from the cent
component, since the energy resolution was too large c
pared with the quasielastic linewidths. As can be seen fr
the shown spectra, the description of the measured intens
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FIG. 3. The left-hand side depicts constant-Q
cuts of theQ2v surface as measured using th
MARI spectrometer forQ values given as insets
The plots of the right-hand side show constan
frequency cuts for a set of values of the ener
transfers given as insets. The top-right frame d
picts the static structure factor as calculated fro
integration over accessible energy transfers of
measurement carried using an incident ene
Ei525 meV. It again shows that the amou
o-H2 was too low to contribute to the measure
intensity.
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in terms of the components contained in Eq.~4! should be
considered as adequate. An assessment of the goodne
the approximation of the experimental line shapes is p
vided by Fig. 4, which enables a direct comparison of spe
measured on both instruments at an enlarged scale. F
there, a direct comparison of the excitation line shapes
measured by both experimental techniques can be made
shows that any possible differences are entirely attributa
to differences in the technical characteristics of both sp
trometers, that will possibly lead to minor differences in t
fitted parameters.

The three parameters describing theQ dependence of the
spectra, i.e., the strengthZQ , the linewidth GQ , and the
renormalized frequencyVQ , are derived from fits of the
referred model to the experimental intensities and are s
marized in Fig. 5. Taken together, the wave-vector dep
dence of the three parameters clearly shows that the liq
supports a short-wavelength density oscillation which
viewed as a continuation to larger wave vectors of the e
tations characteristic of an elastic fluid continuum, that is
long-wavelength sound mode. ForQ,0.8 Å 21 this mode is
only weakly damped, i.e.,vco5GQ,VQ /A2, which means
that, at the lowest explored wave vectorsQ50.25 Å21 the
s of
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nd
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-
n-
id
s
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a

acoustic excitations are propagating within the liquid w
mean-free pathsl 5VQ /(QGQ)'30 Å . This is one order of
magnitude larger than the equilibrium intermolecular sepa
tion d'3 Å and is perhaps the largest found for an insul
ing normal liquid.

To clearly illustrate the presence of propagating sho
wavelength excitations, Fig. 6 depicts the wave-vector
pendence of the quotientsVQ /GQ for both p-H2 ando-D2.
Thevco limit referred to above is crossed at about 0.75 Å21

in p-H2, but at far lower wave vectors in liquid deuterium
Collective atomic motions above such a limit become
creasingly damped so that the results derived from fits t
given functional form assumed for the spectrum are som
what dependent on the line shape of the fitting function.

IV. DISCUSSION

Simulated spectra for a set of particles interacting throu
the Silvera-Goldman potential are shown in Fig. 7. The pl
ted quantity isv2Ssim(Q,v), which basically represents th
longitudinal current-current correlations. This form is pa
ticularly useful since the simulated spectra show no cl
peaks at finite frequencies within the explored range of w
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vectors. As seen from the figure, the spectral shapes
broad with maxima and width exhibiting a fairly stron
wave-vector dependence. The maxima of those curves e
the renormalized frequencyVQ of the damped harmonic os
cillator, although most of its value comes from the damp
term GQ .

The most relevant physical parameters from the simu
tion and the experiments are compared in Fig. 5. The m
noticeable differences between experiment and simula
concerns the damping constant, which is alwaysmuch larger
in the simulation, as well as the rather different behavior
low Q of the excitation frequency. The hydrodynamic d
persion lawVQ

hyd5cTQ is well described by the simulatio
and the CDM calculations for wave vectors smaller th
0.7 Å 21, whereas experimental data lie above the linear
for Q*0.3 Å 21. The simulation results thus portray the co
lective dynamics as resulting from overdamped motio

FIG. 4. A comparison of experimental and fitted spectra as m
sured using the MARI~upper frames! and IN8~lower frames! spec-
trometers. The intensity of the inelastic wings have been larg
expanded to allow comparison by the naked eye.
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down to the lowest explored wave vectorQ50.21 Å21 or,
in other words, the excitations have such a short lifetime t
in no way can they be considered as propagating. Suc
condition is common to most Lennard-Jones liquids close

a-

ly

FIG. 5. Wave-vector dependence of the spectral parameters~a!
One-phonon strengthZQ . The filled symbols~diamonds and in-
verted triangles! refer to MARI data using different incident ene
gies. The crosses depict data from measurements at IN8.~b! Phonon
frequencyVQ . The dashed line shows the hydrodynamic disp
sionVQ

hyd . The solid line show the results from a calculation usi
the CDM theory~Ref. 7!. The filled symbols~inverted triangles and
diamonds! depict data measured at MARI, the crosses show res
from IN8, and the open circles with a dot show the simulati
results.~c! Phonon width~damping constant! GQ . The same sym-
bols as above are used.

FIG. 6. Ratios between the excitation frequencies and the da
ing constants for liquidp-H2 ~solid symbols! and liquido-D2 at 20
K ~Ref. 10!.
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their triple points and arises from the relatively hard a
steep interaction potentials18 characteristic of these liquids
Since the employed potential is known to be adequate
crystalline hydrogen, the appearance in the real liquid of
citations rather well defined at least up toQ'0.8 Å 21

should then be taken as an indication of the nonclass
character of the dynamics of the fluid.

The departure from hydrodynamics, usually referred to
anomalous dispersion, is a known experimental fact si
work on superfluid4He,19 liquid 3He,20 or liquid o-D2.10 In
fact, the phenomenon is also exhibited by a weakly intera
ing Bose gas.21 A convenient way to parameterize such
deviation was given by Maris,19 and follows an equation
aimed to reproduce the dispersion curve up toQp/2, viz.

VQ5cT@Q1D~Q!#

5cT@Q1gQ3~12Q2/QA
2 !/~11Q2/QB

2 !#, ~5!

whereg controls the strength of the deviation from hydr
dynamics. Such a departure, given in terms of the excita
phase velocitycph(Q)5VQ /Q is thus maximal for Q
5QB , whereasQA marks the crossover ofcph to velocities

FIG. 7. Spectra resulting from the molecular-dynamics simu
tions are displayed asv2Ssim(Q,v). The corresponding wave vec
tors are given as insets. The frequencies shown in Fig. 5 corres
to the maxima of spectra such as those displayed in the figure
r
-

al

s
e

t-

n

below cT , which occurs at largerQ values and is shown in
Fig. 8. The figure shows that the phase velocities determi
from experiment approach'1800 m s21 at wave vectors of
Q'0.6 Å 21, whereas much weaker deviations from hydr
dynamics are found in both computer simulated data
CDM results.

From a fit to experimental data forQ<1.2 Å 21, setting
cT51096 m s21 to its macroscopic value yieldsg
55.73 Å2, QA51.03, andQB50.58 Å21. Also, the rela-
tive deviation from hydrodynamic sound is here the larg
~close to 60%! found for a simple liquid, which comes som
20 times stronger than that found for superfluid liquid4He,17

about four times above that found for normal-phase liq
4He,22 and about three times stronger than that observed
3He.20

The presence of such a large deviation from hydro
namic sound enables the decay of phonons into two exc
tions, one of them having at least a lower velocity than
original phonon. In other words, an excitation with veloci
well abovecT ~i.e. corresponding toQ'0.5–0.6 Å21) can
decay into two excitations with velocities closer tocT . Such
a decay will yield two excitations propagating with angl
u i 51,2 with respect to the direction of propagation of th
original phonon. A rough estimate of such angles is giv
by19

u i'A6gQi.40° ~6!

for a phonon with velocity close to the maximum ofcph
which decays into particles with velocities close tocT and
Qi50.2 Å 21. This estimate compares withu'10° found
for liquid 4He ~Ref. 19! and thus serves to understand t
microscopic origin of the far shorter mean-free paths char
teristic of liquid p-H2.

The rather weak anomalous dispersion found in the sim
lation data can be understood as a direct consequence o
inability of the model fluid to support finite-frequency de
sity oscillations since all motions within the explored sca
are already overdamped.

The importance of kinetic processes between excitati
provides a hint to understanding some of the macrosco
thermal phenomena. In fact, it points towards the fact t
the transport coefficients such as thermal conductivity a
viscosity feel the effects of collisions between excitatio
with well defined momenta,23 far more strongly than the liq-

-

nd

FIG. 8. Excitation phase velocitiescPh(Q)5VQ /Q as derived
from experimental measurements~filled symbols!, computer simu-
lation ~circles with a dot!, and CDM calculation~solid line!. The
dashed line depicts the value of the isothermal sound velocity.
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uified heavier rare gases, which serves to rationalize the
gin of the deviation of the transport coefficients, such as
macroscopic shear viscosity from the master curve calcul
under the principle of ‘‘corresponding states’’ referred
above.6 An estimate of the ratio between the effective tim
associated with the viscosity and thermal conductiv
te f f

h ,te f f
k , is given by the Prandtl number which for the the

modynamic state under consideration becomes,

Pr5
hCp

kMH
5

te f f
h

te f f
k

'1.3. ~7!

It substantially deviates from the valuePr50.693'2/3 of
the high-temperature gases and compares with that of
3–4 characteristic of normal-phase liquid3He.23,24 Such de-
viations are usually attributed to noticeable quantum effe
which are expected for a liquid where the de Broglie wa
lengthL'3.1 Å becomes comparable with the equilibriu
interparticle separation. As a matter of fact, the intermole
lar interaction time,6,11 a quantity which governs the width o
the depolarized Raman spectrum, was shown to deviate
stantially from the alluded master curves and a rather la
quantum correction was required to account for such a
parture.

As shown in Fig. 5, results derived by recourse to
CDM approach are also unable to account for the anom
just discussed. This shortcoming may be originated b
number of approximations introduced in the calculation@hy-
pernetted chain~HNC! integral equation for the calculatio
of S(Q) plus a somewhat unrefined form of the interacti
potential which assumes a 6-12 Lennard-Jones shape#.

Finally, our finding can also be understood on pheno
enological grounds. In fact, the high-frequency limit of t
sound absorption coefficient for a medium with high therm
conductivity is given byG5cTrCp(cS

22cT
2)/kcS

2 ~Ref. 25!
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in terms of the isothermal and adiabatic sound velocitiescT
andcS , respectively!, the density (r), and the specific hea
(Cp), and is inversely proportional to the coefficient of the
mal conductivityk. This contrasts with the standard form
G}(v2,k,m) wherem stands for the longitudinal viscosity
Consequently, sound damping at meV frequencies shoul
far weaker than that of a fluid with lower conductivity suc
as the rare-gas liquids.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, unusually well defined excitations exist
liquid p-H2 up to wave vectors of the order of 0.7 Å21

showing a steep, strong anomalous dispersion. This ta
place in a liquid composed by particles which are effectiv
spherical so that only the translational degrees of freed
are relevant. The departure from full classical behavior
also attested by the large value found for the mean-squ
displacement, since a large portion of it is attributable
zero-point motions. The finding of strong anomalous disp
sion contrasts with phenomena observed in more comp
fluids such as molten alloys or water,26 where the dispersion
is known to arise from an admixture of modes of differe
character. The presence of such relatively long-lived exc
tions thus provides a microscopic explanation for the anom
lous behavior observed in its heat and momentum-trans
properties.

Note added in proof.After submission of the manuscrip
we became aware of a recent path-integral-molecu
dynamics calculation by Kinugawa.27 The reported results
are in at least semiquantitative agreement with our exp
ments.
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